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Carolina LabSheetsTM

Introduction to Planaria
In this lab, students examine the anatomy and behavior of the planarian, a simple animal with bilateral symmetry.
The activity does not cover regeneration. For that, see our 132900 Carolina BioKits®: Planaria Regeneration or our
Carolina™ Protozoa and Invertebrates Manual.

Needed Materials

Planaria (132950 or similar culture) for 30 students

petri dishes

dropping pipets

microscope slides

coverslips

5% salt solution

Bibulous Paper (634050) or paper towel

Planaria c.s. (306330)

hand lenses or stereomicroscopes 

compound microscopes (preferably, with scanning objective for 40¥ viewing)

Optional Materials

You may wish to print the Planarian Anatomy sheets for student use. Be aware that the sections shown in the
review sheet are composites made from viewing hundreds of sections. It is unlikely that any one cross section will
show all, or even most of the features on the sheet. It is also possible that a cross section may reveal features not
shown on the sheet. You may, for example, find a section that goes through the eyes, showing the cup shape of the
eyes, the layer of pigment granules, and nerve cells inside the eye cups.  Often, the middle cross section will be
through the pharynx.

Safety 

Ensure that students understand and adhere to safe laboratory practices when performing any activity in the
classroom or lab. Demonstrate the protocol for correctly using the instruments and materials necessary to complete
the activities, and emphasize the importance of proper usage. Use personal protective equipment such as safety
glasses or goggles, gloves, and aprons when appropriate. Model proper laboratory safety practices for your
students and require them to adhere to all laboratory safety rules. Cultures remaining after the completion of the
activities may be added to a classroom aquarium, or they may be flushed down a sink with tap water. The chlorine
and chloramine in most tap water will kill planaria. If your tap water is not chlorinated, pipet 1 mL of household
bleach (sodium hypochlorite solution) or isopropanol (rubbing alcohol) into the culture and wait 15 minutes before
flushing down the sink.

Procedures

Planarians tend to foul their water and require frequent water changes. See our Carolina™ CareSheet: Planaria for
instructions on their maintenance.

Students may work individually or in pairs.

Prepare the 5% salt solution by dissolving 5 g of salt (NaCl) in water to make 100 mL of solution. 
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Set up one or more workstations with the following materials:

petri  dishes                                      dropping pipets

container of springwater                 planaria culture

You may wish to supervise the pickup of the planarians. Make sure that students use only the tips of the pipets. If a
planarian is drawn too far into a pipet, it may attach and become impossible to remove without harming it. 

Set up separate workstations with the following:

5% salt solution in dropper bottle or with separate pipet

bibulous paper

microscope slides

coverslips

Optional: This lab can be done in conjunction with our Introduction to Hydra LabSheet to give a comparison of two
simple animals (with planaria being more complex). Here is a list of a few ways that hydra and planaria are alike
and different.

The activity Observing stained cross sections of planarians can be considered optional.

Planarians show a number of interesting behavioral responses. Students can design experiments to test how
planarians respond to pH (and try to determine their favored pH), gravity, light, electrical and magnetic fields, and
other stimuli. These activities are highly recommended. See the following website for instructions on making
inexpensive observation chambers for conducting behavioral studies of certain small invertebrates such as planarians:
http://www.eeob.iastate.edu/faculty/DrewesC/htdocs/toolbox-V.htm

Answer Key to Questions Asked on the Student LabSheet

Expect considerable variation in the answers to questions involving behavioral responses. Recall the adage, “Under
a set of carefully constructed experimental controls, an organism will behave as it pleases.”

Is the planarian active or passive? 
Active. It is in almost constant motion, gliding about on the bottom of the petri dish. Note: Although this is
typical, planarians sometimes go through periods of inactivity.

Do planarians have radial or bilateral symmetry? Planarians have bilateral symmetry.

Do you observe anything to indicate that planarians have anterior and posterior ends?
Yes, the planarian moves with the same end forward at all times, and this end has a distinct head.

Do you observe anything to suggest that cephalization is characteristic of planarians? Explain.
Yes, there is a distinct head with eyes. This suggests, but does not prove, that nerve tissue is concentrated in the
head region.

Characteristic Hydra Planaria

Tissue Layers Two Three

Organization Tissues Tissues and Organs

Symmetry Radial Bilateral

Sense organs None Eyes

Digestive Tract Sac-like, one opening Highly branched, one opening
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Planarians are often described as being flattened dorsoventrally. Describe what this means.
The planarian’s body is very thin relative to its width; i.e., the dorsal and ventral surfaces of the animal are close
together. Because of this feature, the group that includes planarians is often called flatworms.

Fill a dropping pipet with springwater. Place the tip about 1 cm behind the planarian and gently squeeze the bulb.
(If you squeeze too hard, the planarian will be blown loose from the bottom of the dish.) Describe the reaction, if
any, of the planarian to the puff of water.
The posterior contracts, and then the anterior extends.

Repeat this action to the front of the planarian. Is the reaction the same? Describe.
No, the anterior of the animal waves from side-to-side. The planarian may then begin to move forward again, or it
may begin to move in a new direction.

Does your planarian show a bias toward one side when it rolls?
Answers will vary. Data shown above are for a worm with a bias to the right. It is often stated that a planarian
will always roll to the same side, either its left or its right; thus showing “handedness.” This is not strictly true.
Some will roll to one side more often than the other; others show no preference. Discussion can lead to
comparisons with human handedness and to some interesting reports and research projects.

Dip a strip of bibulous paper into a 5% sodium chloride (NaCl, table salt) solution. Place the end of the saturated
paper into the water about 1.5 cm in front your planarian while it is moving. Record any change in movement of
the planarian. If it seems to react to the sodium chloride, indicate whether the reaction is best described as a
positive or a negative taxis. 
The planarian shows a negative taxis.

Rolls Right Rolls Left

Trial 1 P
Trial 2 P
Trial 3 P
Trial 4 P
Trial 5 P
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Introduction to Planaria
In this lab you will examine the anatomy and behavior of a planarian, a simple animal. 

Use a dropping pipet to place enough springwater in a petri dish to cover the bottom. Use another pipet to
transfer the planarian. Make the transfer by filling the pipet with water and directing a stream of water at a
planarian to dislodge it. Then apply just enough suction to draw the planarian into the tip, no farther. Make the
transfer quickly. If the planarian attaches inside the pipet, it will be difficult to dislodge.

Place the petri dish on a flat surface and observe your planarian for a few minutes.

Is the planarian active or passive?

Most animals exhibit either radial or bilateral symmetry. Animals with bilateral symmetry can be divided along the
body axis into more or less identical left and right sides. Radial symmetry is similar to that of a wheel, or a jellyfish.
The body can be divided along many different planes, so there is no distinct left or right side. Do planarians have
radial or bilateral symmetry?

Do you observe anything to indicate that planarians have anterior and posterior ends?

Cephalization refers to a concentration of nerve tissue at the anterior end of an animal. Some animals, sponges,
for example, show no cephalization. Mammals show a high degree of cephalization. Do you observe anything to
suggest that cephalization is characteristic of planarians? Explain.

Planarians are often described as being flattened dorsoventrally. Describe what this means.

Student LabSheet
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Fill a dropping pipet with springwater. Place the tip about 1 cm behind the planarian and gently squeeze the bulb.
(If you squeeze too hard, the planarian will be blown loose from the bottom of the dish.) Describe the reaction, if
any, of the planarian to the puff of water.

Repeat this action to the front of the planarian. Is the reaction the same? Describe.

Use the dropper to direct a current of water toward the front of the planarian with enough force to roll the animal
onto its back.  Watch as it rights itself and record whether it rolls to its right or left.  Repeat for a total of five trials.

Does your planarian show a bias toward one side when it rolls?

A taxis is a movement of an organism in response to a stimulus. A positive taxis is movement toward a stimulus;
movement away from a stimulus is a negative taxis, sometimes referred to as avoidance. A taxis is often
categorized according to the nature of the stimulus. Phototaxis is movement in response to light; geotaxis is
movement in response to gravity, and so on. You will now investigate whether planaria can respond to a chemical
stimulus (chemotaxis).

Dip a strip of bibulous paper into a 5% sodium chloride (NaCl, table salt) solution. Place the end of the saturated
paper into the water about 1.5 cm in front your planarian while it is moving. Record any change in movement of
the planarian. If it seems to react to the sodium chloride, indicate whether the reaction is best described as a
positive or a negative taxis. 

Rolls Right Rolls Left

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5
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Place the planarian in a drop of water on a microscope slide and gently lower a coverslip over it. The coverslip
should compress the planarian enough to prevent it from crawling. If necessary, touch a bit of bibulous (absorbent)
paper to one edge of the coverslip to absorb some water. Observe the slide under a microscope using a scanning
lens. Use the iris diaphragm to reduce the light, which will increase contrast. You should now be able to see the
digestive system as a darker pattern inside the body. Notice that near the midpoint of the body the digestive tract
divides into right and left parts and there is a much lighter, elongated area between the halves. This lighter area is
the pharyngeal cavity. Switch to low power (100¥). Caution: Do not use high power. Beginning at the most anterior
point, examine the edge of the head, moving slowly toward the posterior. You should begin to see a wavy pattern
in the water. This is usually in the area of the auricles, the “ears” that project slightly from the sides of the head. It
may be necessary to further reduce light intensity to see the waves. This pattern is caused by the combined beating
of thousands of cilia. These cilia cover the ventral surface of the animal but are best seen near the anterior. 

Observing stained cross sections of planarians

Place the slide on the stage and observe first with a scanning lens (at 40¥). Locate the three sections that are
mounted on the slide. The first section is made through the anterior, the second is through the middle, and the
third is through the posterior. Identify the following three tissue layers:

Epidermis is the outer tissue layer. The epidermis is derived from the ectoderm, a primary tissue layer of the
embryo. Some of the cells contain dark-staining bodies called rhabdites. These bodies are secreted to the exterior
and dissolve, giving rise to the mucous that coats the living animal. 

Gastrodermis is the epithelial tissue lining the intestinal cavity and pharynx. The gastrodermis is derived from the
endoderm, a second primary tissue layer of the embryo.

Mesoderm is the third primary embryonic tissue layer. In planarians, it is composed mostly of muscle and loose
connective tissue (mesenchyme) and accounts for most of the tissue between the epidermis and gastrodermis.
Scattered about in the loose connective tissue are neoblasts, also called free cells or formative cells. These can
transform into other cell types and are active in regeneration. Some mesoderm cells may contain rhabdites.
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